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Gwynneth is a habitable world in a binary solar sys-

tem. Orbiting at a comfortable distance from a mature red

giant, it is a green and verdant planet, predominated by an-

cient old-growth forests. A far more distant blue sun circles

with the red giant. The twin suns cast double edged

Flammarion shadows of anti-red and anti-blue through the

dense foliage, giving Gwynneth a deserved reputation as

one of the most mysterious of planets. Strange creatures

and secretive pagans ply their way through the vast stretches

of unexplored arboreal territory.

History
Gwynneth was an enigma from the very beginning. In

the 25th century a corporate science ship was returning to

Delphi from the Ravenna system. Instead of Delphi on the

other side, however, the ship’s crew discovered a bizarre

binary system orbited by a fertile forest world. The ship re-

portedly suffered serious navigational problems as it explored

the system and several of its crew members were mysteri-

ously incinerated in the halls or as they slept in their bunks.

The centuries since are sad testament to what happens when

ships get to close to the Paracelsus Belt, which passes in a

great fiery arc between the planet’s twin stars. The planet

itself, with its strange red and blue shadows, proved more

confusing than deadly to the first explorers, though later

colonists encountered the planet’s more sinister secrets.

The first colonists found abundant game in the mist-

shrouded forests, and the oceans teemed with life. Anunnaki

ruins were scattered throughout the planet. Given that much

of the world is still unexplored, there are certainly ruins as

yet undiscovered. The planet’s discoverers sold knowledge

of the world to House Juandaastas, but it lacked the resources

to properly exploit it. Settlers and fortune hunters from nu-

merous neighboring planets flooded to the frontier world;

most notable among these were the Hawkwoods.

The forests that covered almost every square mile of

the planet’s land surface made it easy to hide from the au-

thorities. Gwynneth quickly gained a self-perpetuating for-

est population (often pagan) who largely rejected authority

of any sort. Settlers found the planet hospitable, to a point.

They had little trouble building in most coastal regions and

some inland areas, but faced disaster every time they at-

tempted to settle the inner-most forest regions. The first of

these problems surfaced 10 years after the planet’s discov-

ery. A 3,000 person lumber operation sent out a distress

call, claiming that the forest itself was attacking them. When

a rescue ship arrived, it found destroyed buildings and

smashed machinery, but not a single colonist.

This soon turned out to be the doing of the planet’s

previous inhabitants, a race of primitive humanoids who

soon gained the name Rock Trolls from the frightened set-

tlers. These monstrosities possess a dim but brutal sentience

and ruled Gwynneth long before humanity. They are mas-

sive, stooped humanoids with craggy stone-like skin and

great rock-crushing pinchers instead of hands. There were

other, equally fearsome predators on the primal world, but

few escaped the settlers’ systematic efforts at extermination

as well as the trolls. In the first century of human coloniza-

tion, most of these threats were eliminated, but the Rock

Trolls escaped into the planet’s caves and tunnels. Centuries

passed and humanity tamed the world. Despite occasional

fearsome reminders, most forgot the world was ever popu-

lated by monsters.

In 2849 the Delphian patriarch, Lord Cyprian

Hawkwood, pledged his daughter, Analise Hawkwood, to

wed Fergal ap Llwyn of a powerful colonial family, thereby

bringing much of the world peacefully under Hawkwood

control. The young heiress was tragically murdered before

her marriage, however; suspicion fell on a group of Decados

advisors who swiftly fled to other households across the

globe. The Decados accused the Hawkwoods of unchecked

colonial aspirations and urged many local factions to attack

Hawkwood protectorates. Enraged, Lord Cyprian invaded,

swiftly defeating the other powers. The Decados were, not

surprisingly, absent when the bodies were counted.

Early Hawkwood rule was challenged in 2855 when the

Ur-Ukar attacked human space. Ur-Ukar ships bombed

Criticorum and concentrated much of their forces on

Gwynneth. The Ur-Ukar seemed to have a special interest in

the forest world; it was later found that a lost tribe of the

aliens had reached the planet in the past, making unwhole-

some alliances with the lumbering Rock Trolls. Both races

saw humans as invaders to the world. Gwynneth’s human

defenders rallied against the unprovoked assault, turning

the tide against the alien invaders. Many historians believe

the Ukari’s nearly suicidal obsession for Gwynneth made

them waste resources better spent elsewhere.

During the Second Republic, pilgrims and tourists

crowded Gwynneth to observe its twin suns and majestic

haunted forests. Gwynneth architecture was grand and soar-

ing, yet its crystalline agorae and cathedrals never overshad-

owed the planet’s natural beauty. The planet’s populace have

always been a generous and free thinking people, with a

high percentage of artists, philosophers and mystics. As a

result, divergent sects of the Holy Church, and other dis-

senters — who would have been imprisoned or worse on

Gwynneth
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other planets — have thrived on Gwynneth. The planet is

the major font for the Eurygnostic faith (an Incarnate sect).

Preceptors, Children of Zuran and forest pagans are toler-

ated as well, as long as they do not interfere with the faith-

ful.

Gwynneth did not fall into the Dark Ages after the Fall

so much as it slid into a long, slow twilight decline. Main-

taining many of its technological advances, Gwynneth, like

Leminkainen, drew the Church’s ire by refusing to adopt a

pastoral existence. The same noble fleet that bombarded

Leminkainen soon attacked Gwynneth’s technological en-

claves. Gwynneth resisted stiffly and local Hawkwood cruis-

ers repelled the attacking fleet. The Church excommunicated

the planet’s leaders and put the world under quarantine for

almost 300 years. While this led to a great century-long de-

pression in the 4100s, and further bombings in the 4200s,

the Church could never conquer it. The blockade proved in-

effective and the Church eventually negotiated a settlement

with the hold-out planet. Gwynneth had to cede much of its

day to day technology, but its urban centers remained largely

intact. Fortunately, the planet’s urban infrastructure (sani-

tation, etc.) was so flawlessly designed that the city con-

verted to a comparatively low-tech existence with little ef-

fort.

Gwynneth also faced a new problem — or rather, an old

one. The Rock Trolls had lumbered through the darkness

for the past centuries, never forgetting that they were once

masters of the world above. As technology broke down, the

giants again dared the surface, though a thousands years of

cave dwelling left them ill-equipped to deal with sunlight.

They now threatened remote villages by night and slowed

down attempts to vitalize the planet’s mining operations.

After Halvor Li Halan’s rise to theocratic power,

Gwynneth was especially adamant that Ravenna not be al-

lowed to join the Li Halan. Many on Ravenna believe that

Gwynneth blockaded their planet (4687-4689) in revenge

for Ravenna’s earlier role in quarantining Gwynneth. There

is a certain degree of antipathy between the two planets’

royal families, who rarely see eye to eye. Gwynneth has also

had a strained relationship with neighboring Criticorum.

Criticorum is politically unstable and prone to exterior ag-

gression when its internal pressures become too great, and

Gwynneth has often proved a tempting target for its frustra-

tions. In 4810 the al-Malik launched a full scale invasion,

bombing Gwynneth’s population centers and invading much

of its territory. The al-Malik held power for a mere two years

before the full might of House Hawkwood decisively crushed

Gwynneth is part of a binary star system, one of

the strangest and most volatile systems in the Empire.

Gwynneth orbits a mature red-giant F5 star (surface

temperature 11,400° F) at a distance of 250-million

miles. The other star in the system is a blue main se-

quence B0 star (surface temperature 50,000° F) and

maintains an approximate distance of 22.6-billion miles

from the red-giant. As a result, Gwynneth has four dis-

tinct light cycles: daylight, veridical daylight, half-night

and veridical night. Daylight occurs when only the red

(prominent) star is visible. Veridical, or “true,” daylight

occurs when both stars are visible (and can be confus-

ing for those not used to the binary system). Half-night

is when just the more distant blue star is visible and

veridical night (the rarest condition) is when neither

star is apparent. Church and Charioteer astronomers rate

Gwynneth’s blue and red suns at 9.5 HTSM and 2.1

HTSM respectively. The system’s most bizarre

astrographic feature is the Paracelsus Belt.

Gwynneth Traits
Cathedral: Eskatonic Order/Orthodox

Agora: Charioteers/Muster

Garrison: 7

Capital: Llanfyrth

Jumps: 2

Adjacent worlds: Criticorum (dayside), Ravenna (par-

allel), Bannockburn (parallel)

Solar System: Alpha, Vanth, Gwynneth (Norian,

Cheux), Somme, Manx-1, Saturnus, Chantaclier, Manx-

2

Tech: 5

Human Population: 840,000,000 Hawkwood/

100,000,000 Forest People (estimated)/1,350,000 bar-

barian (estimated)

Alien Population: 25,000 Ur-Ukar (estimated)/10,000

Ur-Obun

Resources: Lumber

Exports: Lumber, furniture, etc.

Landscape: Gwynneth has numerous temperate con-

ditions, ranging from tropical jungles along its equator

to snow at its two poles. The planet has four continents

(Moshala, Fordan, Tolth and Paltrow) and four major

island chains (The Clement Barony, Dûn, Hôd and

Rangor). Much of the planet is covered by old growth

forest and jungle, with a medium-sized desert region in

central Fordan and mountain ranges on almost every

major landmass. Much of Gwynneth’s landmass is lime-

stone and caves; subterranean lakes and millions of

underground tunnels riddle the planet. Gwynneth is also

home to a number of strange indigenous species, the

most dangerous of which are a race of subterranean

Rock Trolls.
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their fleet over the planet Somme, retaking Gwynneth and

invading Criticorum in return. This occupation lasted only a

year before the patriarch threatened to excommunicate the

leaders of both planets unless they made peace.

Unfortunately, the peace did not last long. During the

recent Emperor Wars, Gwynneth first fought against, and

then as allies with, neighboring Criticorum. Furthermore,

during the religious schisms that surfaced during the war,

the Church unleashed the Inquisition against Gwynneth’s

forest people. As a result, recent sporadic raids and even

open rebellion against the house have occurred in some re-

gions. The barbarians took advantage of the conflict and

stepped up their raids, going beyond mere space piracy to

openly attacking the planet itself. Despite such recent as-

saults, however, Gwynneth’s people continue to hold their

heads high and live in the proud tradition of the planet’s

earliest colonists.

Solar System
All the planets listed below orbit the system’s red sun.

The blue star has three known satellites: Scorpius 1, 2 and

3. (The distance to these planets and rumors of Salamanders,

Void-Krakens and other menaces, means they are seldom,

if ever, visited.)

The Paracelsus Belt: Also called Paulus’s Bane because

of its affect on travelers, the Paracelsus Belt is a 22.6-billion

mile long serpentine column of red solar plasma which pro-

scribes the system in a wide, undulating arc. The belt is

visible from Gwynneth at veridical night and remains a major

component in Gwynneth folklore. The most dangerous as-

pect of this phenomenon are strange solar entities called

Salamanders. A ship that travels too close to the Paracelsus

Belt may find key areas — bulkheads, wiring and oracle

panels — scorched or melted. Critical ship functions begin

to fail and eventually crew members are incinerated by fiery

phantoms that roam the hallways. Entire compliments have

been destroyed in this manner, their ships left to float der-

elict or pulled to fiery ruin in the Paracelsus Belt. Some be-

lieve the fire spirits are demons, while others, pointing to

most demons’ fear of light and heat, believe they are of an-

other genesis, not demonic but no less dangerous.

While some maintain they are merely a natural phe-

nomenon, most see them as intelligent and inimical to hu-

man life; the fire beings seem to have an instinctive under-

standing of human technology and know which systems to

damage to invoke the maximum fear and confusion. Sala-

manders have several known forms. When traveling through

the void they are practically invisible, appearing as little more

than wavering heat impressions. My Charioteer pilot in-

formed me that infrared and EMS sensors can detect the

creatures in this form, though with varying degrees of accu-

racy. In an oxygen atmosphere, the creatures are said to

look like balls, columns or tendrils of fire.

Alpha: Alpha is a small molten planet, almost completely

consumed by the sun’s inner corona.

Vanth: A hot and turbulent world, Vanth is feared and

admired for its soaring red mountains, screeching solar winds

and vast oceans of bright silver lava. Vanth frequently passes

through the Paracelsus Belt and is the alleged home of the

enigmatic Salamanders. Ships that investigate Vanth sel-

dom return.

Gwynneth (Norian, Cheux): Gwynneth is the system’s

third major satellite and the only planet with a life sustain-

ing atmosphere.

Somme: Somme is roughly the same size as Gwynneth

and was extensively colonized during earlier eras, becom-

ing an outpost for free thinkers and dissidents, as well as

the republic’s military industrial machine. Its hospitable grav-

ity, vast mineral resources and proximity to Gwynneth made

it a coveted prize. Somme sustained heavy bombing and

played host to a major land war during the Fall, and suf-

fered later attacks by the al-Malik and Vuldrok. Somme is

where House Hawkwood secretly maintained its shipyards

after the Fall. The planet is still used as a depot, mining

colony and spaceport.

Manx-1: Manx-1 is an unremarkable ball of rock so

small it barely qualifies as a planet.

Saturnus: Almost identical to Saturn in the Holy Terra

system, Saturnus once served as a major tourist attraction.

The ruins of space casinos and luxury hotels dot several of

its moons. There is still an operating hotel (the Saturna) for

the super wealthy located on one of the larger asteroids on

the outer rings. A recent Charioteer/Reeves consortium has

arranged regular Empyrean Luxury Yacht cruises to Saturnus

from Gwynneth and other planets. Unfortunately, such ob-

vious wealth is a magnet for Vuldrok pirates.

Chantaclier: Chantaclier is an immense Jovian planet,

roughly twice the size of Saturnus, and emits a strong elec-

tromagnetic pulse at regular eight second intervals. Second

Republic scientists researched this phenomenon, but their

findings, if any, are lost to antiquity. There are gravimetric

and seismic disturbances on the planet, and winds as fast

as 1,000 mph rip through its outer atmosphere. Over 20

Rock-Troll
Body: Strength 13, Dexterity 6, Endurance 10

Mind: Wits 2, Perception 4, Tech 0

Natural Skills: Dodge 2, Fight 6, Observe 5, Vigor 7

Blessing: Giant (base run: 14 meters)

Weapons: Pincher Claws (7 DMG)

Armor: 7d

Vitality: -10/-8/-6/-4/-2/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0
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moons orbit the planet, but none are hospitable to life or

technology because of the planet’s electromagnetic pulse.

Nevertheless, there is a strongly shielded, and long aban-

doned, research facility rumored on one of the planet’s

moons.

Jumpgate: At least one Vladimir class cruiser is always

available to defend the gate. Chandrasekhar Station, a float-

ing Charioteer/Engineer research station, keeps a constant

distance from the jumpgate, taking readings and perform-

ing various experiments. It shares nearly the same orbit

around the red sun as the jumpgate, trailing it like a dog

follows its master; both share a counterclockwise orbit from

the rest of the planets. I visited the station and the scientists

spoke to me excitedly about GUDs, hyperheterotic strings

and plasma cosmological proof of the Pancreator’s existence.

While much of what they said made little sense to me (I am

no scientist), I understood that they were also concerned

about “extra-dimensional ghosts” and that several of their

crew members had disappeared into thin air. The station

has drawn Inquisitorial interest and, at the Church’s insis-

tence, an Eskatonic investigator has recently joined the crew.

Vuldrok raiders remain a constant threat to the planet’s

spaceways. No one knows when, or how many, raiders will

appear on any given occasion, or from where. What worlds

these barbarians come from is unknown, and those

Hawkwood ships that have followed raiders back to their

origin never returned. House Hawkwood has negotiated with

Vuldrok leaders on Leminkainen to stop the raids and to

discover the key to their secret worlds, but the Leminkainen

barbarians claim ignorance of the raiders’ origins. (This is

possibly true; the barbarians are mostly fractious warlords

who do not often share secrets with each other.) The jumpkey

to the raiders’ system would be worth a ducal ransom.

Manx-2: An unremarkable planetoid, similar in all re-

spects to Manx-1 —  except for the Ur ruins. An expedition

of Muster minors discovered them over 500 years ago; there

are rumors that some artifacts still remain. However, since

it lies past the system’s jumpgate, it is considered to reside

dangerously close to the Dark; the Church forbids expedi-

tions there, fearing what entities may lurk beyond the light

of the red sun. Nonetheless, scientists, fortune hunters and

mystics have gone there, evading the jumpgate’s occasional

Church warden ships. Scourings of the planet have as yet

yielded few discoveries.

People & Places
As with the population on many Hawkwood planets,

Gwynneth’s citizens are mostly a solid, industrious people.

Generous and less paranoid of strangers than those on many

planets, they are quite adept at balancing their material and

spiritual concerns.

Next to Delphi, Gwynneth has the highest population in
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Hawkwood space, though one would hardly guess this from

space. Human constructs are scattered more or less uniformly

throughout the planet. There are a number of major cities,

but even these are integrated into their forest surroundings.

Only at night can human settlements be easily detected from

orbit by their electric lights.

Fordan
Ruled by Duke Erasmus, Fordan houses over half the

planet’s population and remains a central hub for interstel-

lar commerce and culture. Like most of the planet, dense old

growth forest covers the majority of the continent. This is

partially interrupted by the Qualuth Desert in the continent’s

central equatorial region. One of the Empire’s highest moun-

tain ranges splits the continent nearly in half. The regions

mixture of haunted mist-shrouded forests and Ur-ruins have

attracted poets, scholars and mystics from across the Known

Worlds; it is also popular to various authors and magic lan-

tern companies.

Unfortunately, the continent has recently gained a dif-

ferent reputation. Open revolt by the forest pagans is now a

regular event on Fordan. A recent pagan raiding party burned

one of the continent’s oldest and most cherished cathedrals,

murdering the clergy within. Although this was ostensibly

done in return for recent Inquisitorial excesses, the church

was not an Inquisitorial center. Indeed, one of those killed

was Mother Twyla Nirak, a much-beloved Amalthean priest-

ess. The resultant wrath of the local peasantry against area

forest dwellers (many innocent of the crime) would have

saddened the healer.

I have known Fordan’s ruler, Duke Erasmus, since he

visited my father in Hôd; he seems scarcely older now than

he did when I was a child. A regal silver-haired man, the

duke exhibits all the best qualities of our house. A fierce

warrior and skilled orator, he is loyal to the Emperor with-

out forgetting his familial duties. Against Church and fam-

ily pressure, Duke Erasmus lead the planetary effort to cen-

sure Duke William Rochfort for his atrocities at the begin-

ning of this decade.

Llanfyrth: Llanfyrth is a graceful republican-era city in

a river delta about 50 miles from the southeastern coast.

Architecturally a mix of Second Republic, post-Fall and more

modest wooden structures, the city is one of the most beau-

tiful in the Empire. Great parks and tree-lined vistas are the

norm, and even the tallest modern buildings have trees and

shrubbery planted on their rooftops. There are various forms

of transportation popular in Llanfyrth, from horses and skim-

mers to bicycles. The most interesting, however, is a left-

over from the Second Republic: much of the city is criss-

crossed by a series of glasteel pneumatic tubes that shunt

riders from place to place through the tree tops. I have seen

these sky-tubes in other places (Anschok and Byzantium

Secundus), but they are ubiquitous here.

Llanfyrth remains a major center of art and learning,

and supports both a major Mahayana Orthodox university

and several League-sponsored technical colleges. Various

art galleries nurture the population’s soul. Known for its

high percentage of yeomen and other free peoples, the city

also serves as the continent’s center for political and theo-

logical discourse.

Tolth
Tolth is similar to Fordan in many ways. Their land,

history and native customs carry a common mark, but their

present realities differ vastly. I freely admit to my prejudices

when it comes to Tolth’s ruler. Duke William Rochfort

Hawkwood is almost as enigmatic as Gwynneth itself. An

ascetic mystic, scion of House Hawkwood and luminary of

the holy Church, the duke is also a religious fanatic, geno-

cidal madman and a black mark on the Hawkwood name.

He is responsible for the death of millions of his own sub-

jects, and his entire continent is lurching toward anarchy.

Duke Rochfort has the blood of two noble families flow-

ing through his veins. The younger child of Duke Manard

Hawkwood and Lady Dara Li Halan, Duke William was raised

and educated on Midian. Devoted to the Church, the young

noble seemed destined for a life in the Orthodoxy until an

unfortunate accident drowned his brother in the Komasi

Ocean. Returning from Midian, the remaining heir was

shocked at the condition of his dukedom. Paganism and other

evils seemed to inhabit his lands at every turn. Off-world

Inquisitors from Ravenna and as far away as Pyre heeded

the duke’s request to cleanse the continent of sin. Mass ex-

ecutions became common throughout the region and, while

the duke originally claimed not to have actively participated

in them, it was clear from the beginning that he did nothing

to reign in their excesses.

The Inquisition quickly spread beyond the forest pa-

gans and soon included targets among the guilds, intelli-

gentsia, alien community and ultimately the duke’s

Hawkwood rivals. These actions did not sit well with the

planet’s nobility nor, indeed, the Gwynneth Orthodoxy. Since

the duke never moved militarily against other family mem-

bers, there was initially little enthusiasm about bringing the

rogue noble to justice. Once the true extent of his crimes

became known, however, it was clear that something had to

be done. The Inquisitorial hysteria was soon seen for what

it was, an aberration from planetary and Hawkwood norms.

Shortly even the staunchest defenders of Gwynneth’s Or-

thodoxy protested and ultimately forced a censure directly

from Holy Terra. In the meantime, rather than stopping the

forest dwellers’ raids, the duke’s tactics actually encouraged

them. The final Church tally of the Inquisition’s actions esti-

mated 2.3 million dead in Tolth’s killing fields, though other
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parties estimate twice that amount.

Now ostracized by the Church mainstream, Duke

Rochfort has continued his private inquisition, this time

under the pretense of protecting public order. As a result,

Tolth (and especially Londynium) has become the most po-

litically unstable region on the planet. Military action against

the duke is not a likely option, however, and assassination

is not our way. Tolth was already the main military power

on the planet, and the duke now hires Muster mercenaries

to supplement his army and continue his purges. For now,

the policy against the duke is one of containment, embargo

and information-gathering. Opposition among the

continent’s lower nobility is growing, but the duke’s over-

whelming military superiority and reputation as a powerful

theurgist have quelled most domestic dissension. Publicity

from as far away as Kish and Vera Cruz have variously por-

trayed the duke as a dangerous madman, wronged martyr

or void emissary to the Dark Between the Stars.

Londynium: Similar in size and comportment to

Llanfyrth, Londynium is now a city besieged by fear.

Squeezed between the out-of-control Muster on one side

and forest terrorists on the other, the city’s people try to live

out their daily lives and ride out the storm. While the forest

people are technologically primitive, some have learned

enough to become effective terrorists. Londynium and other

cities in Tolth have suffered a rash of bombings in crowded

pedestrian malls, sporting events and agorae. The attacks

usually involve explosives surrounded by bags of nails or

other metal shrapnel, clearly intended to cause maximum

death and terror to civilian targets. Letters demanding reli-

gious autonomy and freedom from the Church mark the ter-

rorists as forest pagans. Despite this, Tolth authorities have

alternately accused Vuldrok and al-Malik agents of being

the real instigators behind the massacres — theoretically as

a prelude to invasion. While many question these assertions,

fear of alien involvement has allowed the duke to continue

his state of martial law. Muster guards drive around the city

in skimmers or brute-carts, waving clubs, rifles and wear-

ing a bastardized Hawkwood lion emblem circled by a flam-

ing jumpgate cross.

Moshala
Moshala is the planet’s volcanically active northern po-

lar continent and the one region heavily terraformed during

the Second Republic. The region’s volcanic activity, while

sporadically deadly, also makes the region far more habit-

able than the planet’s southern polar continent (Paltrow).

Magma-heated steam vents allow natural areas of greenery

on the continent’s coastal regions. The populace lives in small

townships distributed around the thermal valleys; they are

a calm and industrious people. Indeed, the Icelanders, as

they sometimes call themselves, are among the most civi-

lized people I have ever met. Celebrating their colorful sum-

mer festival when the ice-flows crack, Moshala citizens are

quaint enough to draw the attention of travelers who do not

mind braving the cold.

Despite the region’s apparent calmness, something very

different is at work below the surface. Eskatonic geomancers

believe that, unlike the rest of the planet, the region is criss-

crossed by a system of ley lines. I am not a mystic and the

implications of this discovery are lost on me, but there is no

denying that Eskatonic magicians and dark Antinomist forces

have waged a shadow war over the continent’s ephemeral

resources for centuries now. This conflict has had subtle and

occasionally disturbing affects on the people, a few of whom

have gone on murderous rampages or practiced horrific rites

to appease dark presences.

The continent’s ruler, Countess Elan Hawkwood, may

well be the most popular leader on Gwynneth, despite occa-

sional criticism by the Inquisition. Born to one of the planet’s

oldest uninterrupted dynasties, at the age of five she real-

ized that she had one skill not shared by the rest of the

family: she is a natural born healer. The countess’s few crit-

ics feel she rules through a cult of personality; their criti-

cisms were recently underscored by an attempt on her life.

The countess could not heal herself and came perilously close

to death, bitten by a Vrasht Bug (an insect clearly not indig-

enous to Moshala’s polar climes). Blame for the incident

quickly fell on a visiting knight from House Van Gelder. The

knight committed suicide in his cell before a full investiga-

tion could be launched. Where a Van Gelder strikes, the

Decados are usually not far behind. Decados motives in this

matter (if any) are unknown, though the worst of that house

are not above dabbling in Antinomy.

Paltrow
During the Second Republic, glacial Paltrow was heavily

populated thanks to its advanced building and energy gath-

ering technology. Ancient holograms portray vast cities un-

der glass-like domes, sanctuaries of greenery in the polar

wastes. After the Fall, however, these cities were bombed

from space or slowly disintegrated as the planet’s techno-

logical and financial infrastructure collapsed. The continent

lay fallow for 500 years until Baroness Mary Elizabeth

Hawkwood of Hôd opened it up to exploration as a semi-

autonomous free state in 4745. Heavily influenced by

Juandaastas and Amalthean philosophy, the baroness pub-

licly justified her actions by describing the operation as a

business decision and handing administration of the region

over to the Scraver’s guild.

Although the stated goal was to exploit the region’s re-

maining mineral wealth, some darkly hinted that Scraver

presence (rather than that of Muster or Justinian miners)

indicated another goal — the unearthing of proscribed tech-
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nologies. Church opposition was initially muted, some say

because of generous tithes paid by the guild; for a time the

operation was a success. Merchants, freed serfs, forest dwell-

ers and other yeomen migrated to the icy continent to try

their luck. Unfortunately, the operation could not survive

the death of its founder and by 4810, increasing Muster and

Church criticism closed down the operation, seemingly for

good.

Only in the last four years has Imperial attention again

opened it for exploration. Overseen by a joint committee

consisting of noble, Church and League representatives in

the continent’s only city (Chalos), freemen are allowed to

explore and homestead the continent. Strict Church and Im-

perial laws govern what technology may be removed from

the region; both Scraver and Engineer specialists examine

the finds. Those who uncover lost tech may receive either a

finder’s fee or are allowed to develop the technology, if ap-

propriate. Although many explorers have swarmed to the

region, initial findings have been disappointing. Many of

the explorers are poorly trained and equipped, and fall prey

to the continent’s many dangers.

Besides howling arctic winds, vast ice-sheets and natu-

ral predators (including a cousin to Delphi’s Ice Wyrm), there

are more mundane dangers to consider. The Muster has re-

stricted mining privileges, but feels cut-out of the process.

Chainers and other freelancers are not shy about violent claim

jumping. Also, a few small communities of so-called ice-

pagans have homesteaded the region for centuries. While

some of these are harmless, others are either religious zeal-

ots (including poisoning cults) or common bandits. Still, there

are an increasing number of adventurers who feel the re-

wards are worth the risk.

Major Islands
Hôd
Home. How does one describe one’s homeland without

sounding boastful, apologetic or sentimental? I could de-

scribe its natural beauty: The great ring of mountains which

circles the entire land like dragon’s teeth, protecting it from

invasion and the storms that sweep in from the Fordan Sea.

Its three great rivers that flow out from its mountainous

center and through its fertile interior, past forests of silver

trees. I could describe its people: most are brown skinned,

industrious as any peasant stock anywhere, yet educated to

the ways of faith and the world. I could talk of our grand

woodland cathedrals or of how, in over a full millennium,

the island has never been conquered. Yet, this is only half a

truth. Hôd, like any other place in the Empire, has its prob-

lems. Although my father restrained the earlier excesses of

the Inquisition, recent relationships with the forest pagans
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have become increasingly strained. A firefight that broke

out between a raiding party and some of my soldiers while I

was away on Ravenna yielded up three Vuldrok rifles and

serpent-oroborous coins similar to those I saw in Valdalla.

Superstition, rural poverty and other social ills also play a

part in my barony. While these factors compare favorably to

what I have seen on other planets, there is still much left to

be done.

Rangor
The Rangor Freehold contains some of the planet’s dens-

est forests and is the longtime fiefdom of the planet’s other

noble family, House Juandaastas. House Juandaastas has

long sought to foster peace and understanding between hu-

mans and alien sentients; an admirable, if impracticable, goal.

The Rangor palace attracts almost as many Ur-Obun as the

ducal palaces at Delphi or Ravenna. The house has turned

its island into a sanctuary of sorts for aliens, unpopular

Church sects and even, some rumor, unrepentant psychics.

Count Phillipe Juandaastas also has friends among the for-

est people, though he does not support their pagan ways.

Unfortunately, these legitimate contacts have lead some to

accuse him of harboring Vuldrok spies. The count himself is

an intelligent, good humored man and always happy to en-

tertain anyone who can bring a new form of art, music or

other contribution to his cultured court.

 Dûn
Dûn is a small, semi-forested island resting between

the Kordath and Prosperene Seas. Known for its excellent

cheese and folk-music, some believe it may have also be-

come a source for far more troubling exports. Sympathetic

to the plight of the forest pagans, the island’s nominal ruler,

Baron William Erhardt Hawkwood, has been publicly ac-

cused of harboring Vuldrok spies in the island’s forest re-

gions. Little has been done about this so far, in the interest

of family unity and because little substantive evidence has

surfaced. Alternative theories posit that the rumors were

planted by house enemies in an attempt to divide family

unity, already badly fractured by Duke Rochfort’s actions in

Tolth. In any event, those who can settle this issue will earn

the family’s gratitude.

The Clement Barony
Situated near the planet’s southern pole, the Clement

Barony is divided by a mountain chain. Its political situa-

tion is similarly divided, this time brother against brother.

The island’s ruler, Baron Clement Hawkwood, is mindful of

his family duties, but harbors very traditional noble views

on the role of the peasantry. He was especially supportive of

the Inquisition’s role on the planet, though not nearly as

excessive as Duke Rochfort. His younger brother (Lord

Randall Hawkwood), however, has become quite the popu-

list in recent years. Tutored on Delphi and Velisamil, he has

caused much commotion by publicly advocating rights for

the forest pagans to worship in a way divergent from the

Church. Excessive even by the planet’s egalitarian traditions,

Lord Randall’s activities eventually drew the attentions of

the Inquisition, who tried and convicted the young baron,

condemning him to banishment on Leminkainen. Rather

than accede to this sentence, however, Lord Randall escaped

into the forest and now rallies the forest pagans to rebel

against his brother. The situation is rapidly spinning out of

control and the small barony may soon be engaged in civil

war.

Far more dangerous to the barony’s order are the ac-

tivities of a pagan terrorist known only as “The Wake.” An

international menace, The Wake first appeared on Fordan

during the middle of the Emperor Wars and announced his

presence by destroying a sky-tube in Llanfyrth, killing a

dozen innocent people. Other incidents followed, including

the destruction of several agorae, cathedrals and the now

famous mid-air destruction of the Calbo, a spaceship carry-

ing a visiting delegation of Justinian nobles. No one knows

what The Wake really looks like, and indeed some suggest

he does not really exist but is instead a fictitious leader like

the Crimson Death in al-Malik space, invented solely to

spread fear and misinformation. The Wake has been most

active in Londynium and the Clement Barony in recent years.

There are some rumors linking him with the rebellious Lord

Randall Hawkwood, though for the baron’s sake, I hope these

are not true.
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